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Who am I?
Computer Arts Graduate

Graphic Design > UI > UX

Accessibility Honours Project

UX Designer



Year One

New role at Rebellion

One of the first in games in the UK

One year retrospective



What We’ll Cover:

Education Practices Advocacy



Takeaways

 Practical ways to build accessibility momentum at your studio

 Actionable starting points for these methods

 Learn from our successes and failures



References

AbleGamers - APX
https://accessible.games/accessible-player-experiences/

Special Effect Devkit:
https://specialeffectdevkit.info/

WAI - Web User Stories
https://www.w3.org/WAI/people-use-web/user-stories/

One Special Day
https://onespecialday.org.uk/

Everyone Can
https://www.everyonecan.org.uk/

GAAD
https://accessibility.day/

Family Game Database
https://www.taminggaming.com/en-gb/features/Supporting+Game+Accessibility

Family Game Database Accessibility Data List
https://www.taminggaming.com/video-game-accessibility-data

Xbox Accessibility Guidelines
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/gaming/accessibility/xbox-accessibility-
guidelines/101

Microsoft Learn – Gaming Accessibility Fundamentals
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/gaming-accessibility-
fundamentals/

Game Accessibility Guidelines
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The Wobbly Gamer
https://thewobblygamer.co.uk/

Sightless Kombat
https://www.sightlesskombat.com/
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"There is no room for pride when it comes to 
accessibility. We need to reach between companies 
and talk to each other, learn from each other. We all 
want the same thing, wins for disabled gamers."

Meagan Marie, 2018 GAConf EU 
Accessibility In Shadow Of The Tomb Raider: Providing Player Choice



What is accessibility?



Accessibility is about barriers
A barrier is something that stops a 
player from being able to play the game 
as intended, or from playing entirely. 

For example, a difficulty that is too hard 
or a lack of control remapping.



20% 
of gamers experience 
disabilities

Statistics: https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/why-and-how/

https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/why-and-how/


Accessibility 
≠ 

Disability



Statistics: https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/why-and-how/

1 in 12 men 
and 1 in 1000 women 

are colour blind

1 in 7 adults 
in the US have a reading 

age of 11 years old

Anyone
could experience a 

temporary impairment

https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/why-and-how/


“Disability is part of being human. Almost everyone will 
temporarily or permanently experience disability at some point 
in their life. Over 1 billion people – about 15% of the global 
population – currently experience disability”

World Health Organisation
https://www.who.int/health-topics/disability#tab=tab_1

https://www.who.int/health-topics/disability#tab=tab_1


Accessibility 
benefits everyone



Education
How we learn



Education: 
How do we educate our staff 
about accessibility?



Question: 
How does someone at the company learn 
about accessibility?



Approachable “Homepage”

Accessibility Overview

Anyone can access it

Introduces my role 

Shares Resources

Accessibility HUB





Question: 
How does someone at the company learn about accessibility?

Successes:

+ Page was engaging and clear.

+ Supported by focus group 
testing

+ People who visited would 
engage more with accessibility

Improvements:

- Visibility of the page
+ Posting about it on our channels

- Engagement
+ It’s there for folk who need it

Solution: 
A concise, user-friendly confluence page with clear signposting to more 
information. 



Question: 
How do we promote learning about 
accessibility through different routes?





Open to everyone

Every 4 weeks

Focus topics

Updates

Questions

Meet Ups



Question: 
How do we promote learning about accessibility through different routes?

Successes:

+ Keeps momentum

+ Good learning environment

Improvements:

- Took a while to become a dialogue
+ Diversifying presenters

- Lack of topic suggestions 
+ Opportunity for me to direct

-Engagement
+ Always someone new each time

Solution: 
A regular, open meeting to discuss accessibility and ask questions.



Question: 
How do we train our team to consider 
accessibility throughout development?



Inclusion Through Design Sprints – Tara Voelker
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZPLHkO04qg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZPLHkO04qg


Inclusive Design Sprints

Learn from disabled players

Small groups

Interactive tasks

Group presentation

Workshops



Question: 
How do we train our team to consider accessibility throughout development?

Successes:

+ Highly positive feedback 

+ Engaging and Interactive

+ Wide reaching

+ Boosted engagement with 
accessibility platforms

Improvements:

- Make it more applicable to other roles
+ Researching areas like Level Design

- Lack of interaction with SMEs

- Keep this knowledge going with more 
workshops/curriculum

Solution: 
An inclusive design workshop for Design, GUI, Audio and other departments.



Question: 
How can we add to this curriculum, including 
training those outside of Design?



Special Effect Devkit: https://specialeffectdevkit.info/
AbleGamers – APX: https://accessible.games/accessible-player-experiences/

https://specialeffectdevkit.info/
https://accessible.games/accessible-player-experiences/


Free

Self Directed Study

Well Presented

Accessibility Basics

Leader Microsoft

Microsoft Learn

Microsoft Learn – Gaming Accessibility Fundamentals
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/gaming-accessibility-fundamentals/

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/gaming-accessibility-fundamentals/


Question: 
How else can we train our staff, including those outside of Design?

Successes:

+ Great for QA and tech

+ Course was approachable

+ Easy to organise

Improvements:

- Workshop participants found it less 
valuable
+ Optional part of the curriculum

- Lack of specialised training for 
those outside of design and GUI

Solution: 
Microsoft Learn Gaming Accessibility Fundamentals course.



Question: 
How can we deliver more specialised training 
to staff and teams outside of design?



Paid

Online

Interactive Workshop

Specialised

Run by experts

Workshops

Stacey Jenkins Workshops:
https://stacey-jenkins.com/workshops/

https://stacey-jenkins.com/workshops/






Question: 
How can we deliver more specialised training to staff and teams outside of design?

Successes:

+ External teaching from experts

+ Impactful and relevant

+ Saw a change in the 
accessibility of our social content

Improvements:

- How do we keep up these practices

- Training new starts with this 
knowledge

Solution: 
External workshops with experts on specialised areas of accessibility.



Education: 
How do we educate our staff 
about accessibility?



Solutions
Accessibility HUB

Accessibility Meet Ups

Internal Workshops

External Courses

External Workshops



Successes

Variety of ways for people to learn

Boost in knowledge for our teams

Empowered staff to consider accessibility in their jobs



Improvements

Learning directly from SMEs

Engagement with open platforms

Onboarding new starts

Make it consistent



Practices
How we work



Practices: 
How do we make our games 
more accessible?



Question: 
How do we measure the accessibility of 
our games?



Xbox Accessibility Report: Sniper Elite 5



Before Xbox Accessibility Report & Accessibility Review



100% opacity now makes the background fully opaque.

Paragraphs are left aligned for greater readability.

New colourblind mode feature

After Xbox Accessibility Report & Accessibility Review



Example of the colourblind mode

New colourblind mode feature



Sniper Elite 5 June Patch 

Extended suite of settings to remove held inputs.



QA

Guidelines (XAGs / GAGs)

User Stories

Focus on Usability

Test Early and Often

Accessibility 
Evaluations



Question: 
How can we measure the accessibility of our games?

Successes:

+ Outsourcing to QA was effective

+ Allowed us to test early and often, and 
measuring changes in our games in 
development

+ Using existing guidelines is efficient

+ The process is iterative

Improvements:

- Develop our own guidelines

Solution: 
Create an internal accessibility report process.



Question: 
How do we incorporate accessibility 
guidelines into our workflow?



Guidelines

Xbox Accessibility Guidelines; https://learn.microsoft.com/en-
us/gaming/accessibility/xbox-accessibility-guidelines/101

Game Accessibility Guidelines: 
https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/

Taming Gaming; https://www.taminggaming.com/video-
game-accessibility-data

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/gaming/accessibility/xbox-accessibility-guidelines/101
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/gaming/accessibility/xbox-accessibility-guidelines/101
https://gameaccessibilityguidelines.com/
https://www.taminggaming.com/video-game-accessibility-data
https://www.taminggaming.com/video-game-accessibility-data


Per Department

Less Overwhelming

One Place

Focus on Usability

Self Review

Accessibility 
Heuristics



Question: 
How do we incorporate accessibility guidelines into our workflow?

Successes:

+ Simple workflow as part of review 
process

+ Catch issues early

+ Easy to follow checklist

+ Clear language and examples

Improvements:

- Some folk struggled with nuances
+ Rewording

- Doesn’t cover everything

- Lack of context of the user

Solution: 
Condense guidelines to heuristics.



Question: 
How do we ensure we consider users with 
varying capabilities?



WAI - Web User Stories: https://www.w3.org/WAI/people-use-web/user-stories/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/people-use-web/user-stories/


Inspired by WAI

Contextualises barriers

Builds empathy

Builds awareness

User-Centered Design

Accessibility User 
Stories



Question: 
How do we ensure we consider users with varying capabilities?

Successes:

+ User Stories is something 
design is familiar with

+ Build empathy for users and 
contextualise barriers

+ Encourage innovative thinking

Improvements:

- Less valuable than Subject Matter 
Experts

- Less usable than the heuristics, can 
be overwhelming

- Encourage their usage across teams
+ Used in Inclusive Design Workshops

Solution: 
Provide accessibility user stories.



Question: 
How do we more strongly encourage 
accessibility engagement during development?



Make it a Pillar - by Ryan Greene 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgtck3FIU7U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgtck3FIU7U


Highlights Importance

Measurable

Validate Decisions

Work Together

Achieve Goals

Accessibility Pillars



Question: 
How do we more strongly encourage accessibility engagement during development?

Successes:

+ Unites vision

+ Highlights commitment

+ Makes accessibility a priority

+ Ensures consideration from the 
very start

Improvements:

- Ensure leads are encouraging use 
of the pillars

- Strive for new goals with each new 
project

Solution: 
Make accessibility a design pillar.



Question: 
How do we continue to build on our 
accessibility features?



Zombie Army 4 Main Menu - 2020



Sniper Elite 5 Main Menu - 2022



Base 
Feature 

Suite



Base 
Feature 

Suite

New 
Feature

New 
Feature

Another 
New Feature

Base 
Feature 

Suite



Base Feature Set

Feature Backlog

Tracks New Features

Maintain Standards

Grows Feature Set

Accessibility 
Roadmap



Settings 
≠ 

Accessibility



Question: 
How do we continue to build on our accessibility features?

Successes:

+ Establishes a cross-project 
standard

+ Creates a backlog of new features 
to tackle

+ Ensures we maintain and grow 
with each title

Improvements:

-Visual layout improvements
+ Jira integration

Solution: 
Accessibility Roadmap across all projects.



Question: 
How can we test with users with varying 
capabilities?





Working with HR

Private & Ethical

Open to all Employees

Subject Matter Experts

Anonymous Feedback

Accessibility Tester 
Group



Question: 
How can we test with users with varying capabilities?

Successes:

+ Fast, ethical and effective 

+ Boosted internal accessibility 
momentum

+ During development feedback

+ Subject Matter Experts

Improvements:

- Limited perspectives

- Not always completely removed 
from the project

- Not a replacement for external 
accessibility testing

Solution: 
Internal Accessibility Tester Group



Practices: 
How do we make our games 
more accessible?



Solutions
Internal Accessibility Reports

Heuristics

User Stories

Pillars

Roadmap

Accessibility Tester Group



Successes

Accessibility considered throughout development

Accessibility was woven into reviews and considerations

Instant uptake on accessibility Jira tasks

First Accessibility Award Nomination



Improvements

Testing with SMEs

Maintaining momentum

Constantly evaluate processes



Advocacy
How we connect



Advocacy: 
How do we best engage with and 
support the accessibility community?



Question: 
How can we engage with our disabled 
users?





Request from our Accessibility Discord

Implementation of solution

Request highlights a player’s experience with motion sickness and their preferred solution – Field of View options.

The implementation makes sure to have a large range to help as many players as possible, including the ranges mentioned in the 
initial request.



The implementation removes the need to use the left stick (or WASD) to move. Putting forward movement on a toggle also 
removes the requirement to hold.

Request from our Accessibility Discord

Implementation of solution

Request highlights a player’s experience playing with one hand and having to use the left stick to move.



Public or Private

Open to all

Easy to access

User Feedback Routes

Highlights Barriers

Accessibility 
Contact Channels



Question: 
How can we engage with our disabled users?

Successes:

+ Public or private options

+ Direct feedback from our 
players to improve our game

+ Highlights to players that their 
voices are heard

Improvements:

Engagement is low, but very positive
+ More accessibility content could 
help boost the channels

Solution: 
Open, dedicated accessibility contact channels.



Question: 
How do we best support disabled gamers 
who may want to play our games?



https://www.taminggaming.com/game/Evil+Genius+2 https://www.taminggaming.com/game/Sniper+Elite+5

The Family Game Database

https://www.taminggaming.com/game/Evil+Genius+2
https://www.taminggaming.com/game/Sniper+Elite+5


https://www.gameaccessibilitynexus.com/blog/2022/06/21/inte
rview-with-cari-watterton/

Articles & Interviews

https://news.xbox.com/en-us/2022/05/18/scoping-out-the-
accessibility-features-of-sniper-elite-5/

https://www.gameaccessibilitynexus.com/blog/2022/06/21/interview-with-cari-watterton/
https://www.gameaccessibilitynexus.com/blog/2022/06/21/interview-with-cari-watterton/
https://news.xbox.com/en-us/2022/05/18/scoping-out-the-accessibility-features-of-sniper-elite-5/
https://news.xbox.com/en-us/2022/05/18/scoping-out-the-accessibility-features-of-sniper-elite-5/


https://www.gamesindustry.biz/a-beginners-guide-to-making-
your-game-accessible

Talks & Panels

https://www.gamesindustry.biz/a-beginners-guide-to-making-your-game-accessible
https://www.gamesindustry.biz/a-beginners-guide-to-making-your-game-accessible


Accessibility Features

Ahead of Launch

Accessibility Efforts

Accessibility Journalism

Personal & General Platforms

Sharing 
Accessibility Info



Question: 
How do we best support disabled gamers who may want to play our games?

Successes:

+ Informs players what features are 
available

+ Shares how & why we’re doing it

+ Helps push standards for how 
games publicise accessibility 

+ Knowledge sharing

Improvements:

- Dedicated accessibility section of 
the website

- Just keep swimming

Solution: 
Sharing accessibility information on our games and processes.



Question: 
How else can we publicly advocate for 
accessibility?



GAAD https://accessibility.day/

https://accessibility.day/




Fundraise for Charity

Share Knowledge

Support Disabled Creators

Networking

Showcase Efforts

Accessibility Events



Question: 
How else can we publicly advocate for accessibility?

Successes:

+ Supports the community

+ Active engagement with people 
with varying capabilities

+ Shows we do publicly advocate 
for accessibility

Improvements:

- More planning!

- Become more active in running 
these events

Solution: 
Engagement with accessibility events.



Advocacy: 
How do we best engage with and 
support the accessibility community?



Solutions

Accessibility Contact Channels

Sharing Accessibility Information

Accessibility Events



Successes

Direct accessibility feedback from SMEs

Knowledge sharing and transparency

Supports and showcases the disabled gamer 
community



Improvements

More dedicated spaces

More planning

More action



What We’ll Cover:

Education Practices Advocacy



Takeaways

 Practical ways to build accessibility momentum at your studio

 Actionable starting points for these methods

 Learn from our successes and failures



   



   



Thanks for listening!
@CariWatterton
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